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These materials have been prepared by URENCO Limited 
(“URENCO”). Any person or entity considering making any 
investment based upon information contained in these materials 
should ensure that they are properly, independently and 
professionally advised. These materials were designed for use 
by specific persons familiar with the business and affairs of 
URENCO and its subsidiaries and should be considered only in 
connection with other information, oral or written, provided by 
URENCO (or any subsidiary) herewith. These materials are not 
intended to provide the sole basis for evaluating, and should not 
be considered as a recommendation with respect to, any 
transaction or other matter. 
The information in these materials, which does not purport to be 
comprehensive, has been provided by URENCO and has not 
been independently verified. While this information has been 
prepared in good faith, no representation or warranty, express or 
implied, is or will be made and no responsibility or liability is or 
will be accepted by URENCO or any of the URENCO’s 
subsidiaries or by any of their respective officers, employees or 
agents in relation to the accuracy or completeness of these 
materials or any other written or oral information made available 
to any interested party or its advisers and any such liability is 
expressly disclaimed.

Certain statements contained in these materials, including any 
descriptions or statements regarding the possible future results 
of operations, any statement preceded by, followed by or which 
includes the words “believes”, “expects”, “intends”, “will”, “may”, 
“anticipates”, or similar expressions, and other statements that 
are not historical facts, are or may constitute “forward looking 
statements”. Because such statements are inherently subject to 
risks and uncertainties, actual results may differ materially from 
those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. 
Such risks and uncertainties include but are not limited to (a) 
risks and uncertainties relating to the nuclear industry, consumer 
demand, political and economic conditions and government 
regulation and (b) such other risks and uncertainties as are 
detailed herein. All written and oral forward-looking statements 
attributable to URENCO are expressly qualified in their entirety 
by the cautionary statements set forth in this paragraph, and 
accordingly any person or entity reviewing these materials 
should not rely on such forward-looking statements. 
URENCO gives no undertaking to provide recipients of these 
materials with access to any additional information or to update 
these materials or any additional information, or to correct any 
inaccuracies in it which may become apparent.

Disclaimer
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The Nuclear Fuel Cycle 

Partnership
“Long-term mutual 

dependency”
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What is uranium enrichment?

Enriched 
Uranium

Depleted 
Uranium

Natural 
Uranium
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Our Technology 
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Our Vision

We believe the world needs

nuclear energy to meet the 

demands of sustainable global

energy. 

We can help the transition

to a low carbon economy through

the deployment of our enrichment

services and technology.
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Treaty of Almelo (March ’70)

Agreement between the Troika 

states for the development and 

exploitation of the gas 

centrifuge process used in the 

production of enriched uranium.

URENCO is incorporated

Treaty of Washington 
(July ‘92)

Agreement between the Troika 

states and the US government 

(permits the transfer of 

classified information into the 

US – necessary for URENCO 

to open a facility in the USA)

Treaty of Cardiff (July ‘05)

Agreement between the Troika 

States and the French 

Government – permits the 

creation of the 50/50 joint 

venture with Areva

URENCO and Areva commit to 

ensure that they remain 

competitors in the field of 

enrichment

Treaty of Paris (Feb ’11)

Agreement between the Troika 

States, French Government 

and US Government

Permits the transfer of ETC 

technology into the US

Capenhurst 

and Almelo 

sites opened

Gronau site 

opened

Group capacity 

reaches 

5,000tSW

Group capacity 

reaches 

10,000tSW

UUSA (Eunice, 

USA) site is 

opened

Board approves 

construction of USA 

Phase III

UUSA Phase I 

construction is 

completed

UUSA Phase II starts 

operation
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Group achieved 
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18,000 tSW/a

2014

Group Structure

Timeline of URENCO key dates
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Global Customer Base
Over 50 customers worldwide
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URENCO’s four enrichment plants

UUKUSA
USA

Germany Netherlands

UK
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Our production capacities 
Target of 18,000 tSW/a was reached in 2014

Source Company Information
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Positioned to Expand 

USA The Netherlands 

ETC

• Phase IV location shown

• Current capacity 4.6 million SWU/a

• License limit 10 million SWU/a

• Hall 8 and 9 location shown

• Current capacity 5.4 million SWU/a

• License limit 6.2 million SWU/a
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Site and Depleted Uranium Stewardship 

• Tails Management Facility (TMF) 

• Nuclear Decommissioning Funds

• Capenhurst Nuclear Services (CNS)

Containers in place 

at COVRA

The TMF is under construction in the UK

COVRA Facility – Netherlands (Source: COVRA)

COVRA Facility – Netherlands (Source: COVRA)

COVRA Facility – Netherlands (Source: COVRA)

DUF6 Storage at UUK

The TMF is under construction in the UK
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Global Deliveries
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URENCO: An Integrated Supplier
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Michael Bryant
Manager, Marketing and Sales

URENCO Enrichment Company Limited

T: +44 (0)1753 660 755
F: +44 (0)1753 660 773
M: +44 (0)7810 825 377

E: michael.bryant@urenco.com
W: www.urenco.com

Thank You

Safety
We operate to the 

highest standards of 

safety, environmental 

and security 

requirements

Integrity
We conduct all our 

relationships with 

honesty, fairness and 

respect

Flexibility
We respond to best meet 

our customers’ needs by 

flexibly deploying our 

skills and capabilities

Development 
We are committed to the 

sustainable development 

of our business by 

continuously developing 

our employees, services 

and products

Profitability
We are committed to 

making profits to secure 

our future and reward 

our shareholders and 

employees


